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A SELECTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SAXO-NORMAN AND LATER MEDIEVAL WOODWORK FOUND 
DURING EXCAVATIONS AT No1 POULTRY, CITY OF LONDON (ONE94). 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The survival of waterlogged medieval woodwork in archaeological deposits in central London is well known 
but mainly as a result of the work on waterfront structures found in the City of London (Milne 1992 etc.). 
However, much work has been carried out in the last 12 years on the waterlogged woodwork found on and 
away from the waterfront which was part of buildings, boats, and a variety of other structures and portable 
objects (eg. Goodburn 1994, and 1997). Very recently a summary of the work carried out on early medieval 
structural woodwork found at just to the west of No1 Poultry was published (Goodburn in Hill and Woodger 
1999).  
 
The recent work has shown that most of the techniques of woodworking used in Saxo-Norman London were 
quite distinct from those used in Roman and later medieval London and its hinterland. The suite of 
techniques used in this early medieval period prior to c. 1180 AD have been termed 'treewrightry' using a 
modernised form of the contemporary old English generalised term for woodworker (Goodburn 1997:251, 
1999:47). At Cheapside the remains of several moderately well preserved sunken timber buildings were 
found, together with a well and other loose finds. However, for most of the area of No1 Poultry the conditions 
of preservation were not as good and comparatively little material of the early and later medieval periods 
was found, contrasting with the vast amount of Roman material. Despite less woodwork surviving than 
expected, some of the material found was of unique character and is described below.       
 
Methodology 
 
The systematic methodology of recording and sampling waterlogged woodwork used by Museum of London 
Archaeological teams is described in detail in the Museum of London Archaeological Site Manual 3rd edition 
(Westman 1994). The approach is also broadly commensurate with the guidelines set down by English 
Heritage for this field, (Brunning 1995). The key features of the approach involve the use of field workers 
with some specialist experience recording waterlogged woodwork. This principally comprises, making 
drawings and filling out proforma Timber Sheets, followed by selective photography, and extensive sampling 
for tree-ring/species ID purposes. A small proportion of the woodwork may then be selected for conservation 
and curation by the Museum of London, which applied to a few items found at No1 Poultry.  
 
This report builds on the initial post-excavation study following the completion of excavations at the site, but 
it is targeted towards a summary of the best preserved and most informative material for reasons of brevity. 
The more general stratigraphic presentation of all the waterlogged roundwood and structural remains of post 
Roman date are summarised group by group in the main site analysis report (Trevail P. et. al above). The 
report has also been completed before the completion of the tree-ring study for the project (Tyers I. In Prep.) 
but is unlikely to require much revision.  For any further details the site archive may be consulted by written 
request to the MoL. It must also be noted that the general conditions of rescue archaeology in the mid 
1990's with some problems of access, lighting and great time pressures resulted in the abbreviation of ideal 
approaches to the recording of some of the woodwork found, such as sections of collapsed wattle fencing of 
Saxo-Norman date. But in other cases the records made were very detailed and allow us to move forward 
understanding of little known aspects of treewrights work, such as the making of large composite carved 
tubs and loom making (see below). 
 
THE WOODWORK OF A PARTIALLY PRESERVED SUNKEN BUILDING 
 
The partially preserved remains of timbers from one sunken building were found in situ built snugly against 
the edge of a partly demolished late Roman masonry wall (see main site stratigraphic account Trevail et al.) 
Some of the oak post and plank timbers lining the sunken area survived (eg. post [5048]) and are broadly 
similar to those from the Cheapside site to the west. The lining planks were very decayed being around half 
perishable sapwood due to the small sized logs used. The best preserved example seen in situ appeared to 
have been made by shaping a log split in half as was used at Cheapside.  
 
Careful examination of the two least decayed flat bottomed post bases ([5047], [5048]) showed that they had 
been hewn to roughly rectangular cross sections from relatively small whole oak logs. The bases were cross 
cut and made fairly flat using narrow bladed felling type axes with blades around 90mm wide.  Overall the 
small size of the timber used and quantity of sapwood left on suggests that the structure was cheaply and 



crudely built and not designed to last. The tree ring dating of the possible boat board found within the 
building and associated pottery suggests a late 9th to early 10th century date for the building 
 
A POSSIBLE REUSED BOAT PLANK 
 
Fragments of a small section of thin radially cleft board were found in the building noted above which may 
have been a piece of reused clinker boat planking. In clinker built vessels the lower edges of the upper 
boards overlap the upper out side edges of the lower lines of boards or 'strakes'. The overlaps or 'lands' in 
other early medieval boat finds from NW Europe were fastened by either iron rivets ('rove nails'), iron rivets 
set in wooden plugs or small wedged headed pegs ('treenails' Goodburn 1994, Marsden 1994).  The holes 
along this board edge are set rather closer together than is typical of clinker hull boards but may have held 
either treenails or plugged rove nails.  The close setting might have been due to repair. 
 
The larger hole may have been for a plank to frame fastening. The C9th heartwood only tree-ring date may 
indicate that this is the earliest piece of Saxon boat material from the London area. An alternative 
interpretation might possibly be that it was part of some other type of container?  Whatever the true origin of 
the board we know that thin flat secondhand boards of oak were often used as crude paving in sunken 
floored buildings in London. 
 
A UNIQUE JOINTED DUGOUT WELL LINING 
 
Early in the progress of the main excavation the base of a unique form of early medieval timber well lining 
was found ([50002]). It consisted of a hollowed cylinder of oak about 0.8m diameter and surviving about 
0.8m tall, and c. 5mm thick and was surrounded by a crude ring of wattle work. After careful cleaning off-site 
it became clear that the hollow cylinder of oak had actually been split into quarters and the inside split and 
chopped out, then the edges were axe trimmed, fitted with pegs and three quarters were forced back 
together again. The last segment was simply wedged back in place, held in situ like the key stone of an arch 
rather than by pegs.  
 
The outside had the bark and some of the sapwood trimmed off with an axe to form a cask-like shape. The 
tool marks survived particularly well and included the straight and distinctive marks of a very broad axe with 
a straight blade over 230mm wide. These marks are typical of the Saxo-Norman 'T' axe and so a Late-
Saxon to Norman date was initially suggested, which is now corroborated by the dating of pottery from the 
backfill of the well. Tree ring dating of the thin ring of timber was attempted as it was of slow and regular 
growth suggesting a wildwood origin. Unfortunately no match could be obtained (I.Tyers Pers Com.)   
 
The tub base was retained for conservation, by the MoL. 
 
Parallels 
 
Traditions of carving tubs out of solid logs are ancient and widespread in Europe (Earwood 1993:54) and 
several of early medieval date have been found reused as well linings in England. At Coppergate in York a 
crudely made 9th to 10th century poplar log tub was found reused as a well lining. It to was surrounded by a 
wattlework support (Morris 2000:2208). Although the dimensions were not given it appears to have been 
about the same size as the No1 Poultry example. A solid log well lining made of oak was also found at 
Greyfriars in Ipswich and was successfully tree-ring dated to the 8th century (Tyers, Hillam, and Groves 
1994:13).  
 
The relatively careful finishing, cask shape and close jointing of the No1 Poultry well lining suggests that it 
may originally have been a cask shaped storage tub. Any evidence of the fixing of a base may well have 
decayed away with the upper parts of the lining. As far as this writer is aware this more elaborate 
construction is unique, for any period of carved tub in Britain. Limited experience of making broadly similar 
containers indicates to this writer that the method of construction has several practical advantages as far as 
speed of construction goes.  Carving solid logs along the grain is  very time consuming, but in this method 
when using knot- free straight timber it ought to be possible to split away most of the waste rapidly.  
 
A UNIQUE LATE SAXON LOOM FRAGMENT  
 
A mysterious timber was retrieved from Late-Saxon deposits at No.1 Poultry which was drawn in detail and 
retained for conservation. It was a narrow plank carefully hewn from a split half log of ash.  It survived at c. 



O.77m long by 120mm x 25mm, and was pierced by many 25mm (1") diameter holes set in a zig-zag pattern 
on about 70mm centres. Curiously one face only had small axe stop marks up to about 65mm wide whilst 
the other face was more smoothly finished with incomplete straight broad axe stop marks over 100mm wide. 
That face also had a clear taper or lamp burn mark showing that the timber had been vertically set at some 
point in use, presumably in a gloomy space. The timber had come from a straight grained slow grown tree. 
Many of the annual rings were only c. 1mm wide. 
 
Identifying its original function 
 
Copies of the field drawing were shown to many archaeologists and traditional woodworkers without any 
really plausible identification of the timbers original function being obtained. However, during a study visit to 
Roskilde in Denmark in March 2000, this writer was able to see extensive displays on early medieval 
weaving at the Viking Ship Museum.  The display is part of research into Viking period sail making currently 
underway. A reconstructed warp weighted loom was set up based on, the historic traditions of use of such 
looms in Norway and the Faeroes and also on archaeological experiments in weaving carried out over many 
decades in Scandinavia. The loom was made of ash and the two uprights were pierced with zig-zag holes. 
All the proportion were also similar to the mystery timber from No.1 Poultry. It would therefore appear almost 
certain that the mystery timber was in fact about 1/3rd of a warp weighted loom upright. This find is probably 
unique in the current British corpus of wooden weaving tools a status demonstrated by this statement 
'Archaeological evidence for warp weighted looms is confined to loom weights......' (Earwood 1993:139).        
 
The more smoothly finished broad axed face with the lamp burn must have faced the weaver in use. 
Presumably the lamp provided light to show up narrow warp and weft threads. 
 
(A reconstructed warp weighted loom based largely on this find was made by this writer recently using a 
late-Saxon style tool kit and green ash and other timbers for Dover Museum. It is yet to be set up but photos 
may be available.) 
 
OTHER WOODWORK 
 
Other woodwork broadly dating to the period includes wattle pit linings, an east west wattle lane-side fence, 
and some other reused or dumped timbers (See main site stratigraphic account Trevail P et al.). None of this 
woodwork could be recorded and sampled in detail and thus can not be described in detail here. 
 
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF KEY FINDS OF LATER MEDIEVAL WOODWORK 
 
The range of woodwork found of later medieval or early post medieval date included; some of the wattle pit 
linings, support frames for masonry wells, some of the piled foundations, and a small amount of fragmentary 
cooperage. A few summary comments are given below. 
 
WELL FRAMES 
 
These included examples of jointed oak frames of square and rounded form ([50538] etc and [51102] 
respectively were the best examples). The almost complete circular frame was quite elaborately scarf jointed 
and pegged in typical medieval style.  
 
COOPERAGE 
 
The truncated remains of a small iron bound bucket were found in the backfill of a medieval well. The stave 
fragments were of radially cleft oak ([51099]). The find could be revisited as part of a wider comparative 
study of cooperage finds from London in the future. 
 
PILED FOUNDATIONS 
 
These consisted of lines of small oak piles in the round, which were not easily extracted and recorded in 
detail. Little can be added here. 
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